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ABOUT US
At IOTTECH SMART, we're dedicated to shaping the future of smart security
solutions for everyday life. Our mission is to provide innovative, reliable, and
user-friendly technology that enhances security and convenience. With a
wealth of experience, we specialize in designing user-friendly and reliable
security technology. Our products and solutions are trusted by customers
around the world, offering advanced IOT security.
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Mission
Our mission is to unlock new levels of
security by providing accessible and smart
security solutions that empower individuals
and businesses alike. We aim to enhance
confidence by making advanced security
accessible to all.

Vision
We envision a safer and more connected
world where technology enhances security
and convenience. We aim to be recognized
as a global leader in IoT security technology,
setting new standards for innovation and
reliability.

SecurePark is the ultimate solution to upgrade the security of your vehicle, whether it's a motorbike, car, or
any other type of vehicle. This innovative device seamlessly converts your traditional lock into a cutting-
edge smart lock, enhancing protection and convenience.

SecurePark - Your Universal Smart Lock

Key Features:
Geofencing: Set virtual boundaries to monitor and control vehicle movement with precision.

GPS Tracking: Real-time location updates for enhanced logistics and security.

Upgrade Your Security: Convert your traditional lock into a smart lock effortlessly by adding

SecurePark.

Antitheft Alarm and Notification: Instant alerts in case of unauthorized access or suspicious activity.

Vehicle Analytics: Overspeeding Alerts, Acceleration Info, Turning Data (Left and Right) for optimized

route planning.

Fingerprint Unlocking (Model specific): Biometric access for an additional layer of security.

Easy Installation: User-friendly installation process for seamless integration into existing setups.

Convenient Access: Unlock or start vehicles using a registered PIN, one-time password (OTP), or

fingerprint authentication, depending on the model.

User-Friendly App: Control, monitor, and customize your lock's settings through the intuitive

SecurePark mobile app.

Universal Vehicle Compatibility: Designed to fit a wide range of vehicles, ensuring versatility.


